We study SL(2; R) duality of the noncommutative DBI Lagrangian and the symmetric conditions of this theory under the above group. By introducing some consistent relations we see that the noncommutative (ordinary) DBI Lagrangian and its SL(2; R) dual theory are dual of each other. Therefore, we find some SL(2; R) invariant equations. In this case the noncommutativity parameter, its T -dual and its SL(2; R) dual versions are expressed in terms of each other. Furthermore, we show that on the effective variables, T -duality and SL(2; R) duality do not commute.
Introduction
SL(2; R) duality generalizes strong-weak coupling duality. There is an SL(2; R) symmetry manifest in the low energy action, which is broken down to SL(2; Z) in string theory. Also there is considerable evidence in favor of this duality being an exact symmetry of the full string theory [1, 2] . In fact, SL(2; R) group acts as symmetric group of many theories, for example see the Refs. [2, 3] .
Among the various duality symmetries of superstring theories, the SL(2; R) symmetry of the type IIB superstring theory is specially interesting [1, 2, 4] . In the type IIB superstring theory the R⊗R zero-form χ and the dilaton φ of the NS⊗NS sector define a complex variable λ = χ + ie −φ . Under the SL(2; R) duality this variable transforms as λ →λ = 
The NS⊗NS and R⊗R 2-forms B µν and C µν have the transformations µν = e −φ/2 g µν under the action of the SL(2; R) duality is invariant (for example see Ref. [5] ), the string metric g µν transforms as g µν →g µν = ηg µν .
For slowly varying fields, the effective Lagrangian of the open string theory is the DiracBorn-Infeld (DBI) Lagrangian [6] . The equivalence of the noncommutative and ordinary DBI theories was proven [7] . We shall concentrate on both of these theories.
In section 2, we shall present an SL(2; R) invariant argument for the ordinary and noncommutative DBI Lagrangians. Therefore, we can obtain auxiliary gauge field [8] in terms of the other variables. Furthermore, for a special R⊗R 2-form, a D p -brane with modified tension will be obtained. In section 3, we show that the type IIB and DBI theories and their SL(2; R) dual theories are dual of each other. This reflection also holds for the noncommutative DBI theory. In section 4, we shall obtain some relations between the effective open string variables. These relations lead to another solution for the auxiliary gauge field. In section 5, the noncommutativity parameter is related to its T -dual and its SL(2; R) dual versions. We shall also see that on the effective variables T -duality and SL(2; R) duality do not commute. In addition, the invariance of the quantity
Gs gs
, both under the T -duality and SL(2; R) duality will be shown.
2 Noncommutative DBI Lagrangian and its SL(2;R)
Dual Theory
Now we study the effects of the SL(2; R) group on the noncommutative DBI Lagrangian.
Putting invariance condition on this theory, we obtain auxiliary field and therefore, duality transformations of the ordinary and noncommutative gauge field strengths.
Consider the noncommutative DBI Lagrangian [7] 
From now on the index zero shows the cases with zero extra modulus, i.e., Φ = 0. From the definitions of the open string variables
s and the noncommutativity parameter θ 0 , in terms of the closed string variables g µν , B µν and g s (where µ, ν = 0, 1, ..., p), one can find the SL(2; R) transformations of
s and θ 0 . According to the relation [7] 
transformation of the noncommutative field strength F µν can be obtained from the transformation of the ordinary field strength F µν . LetF µν be the field strength of an auxiliary gauge field that lives on the brane. Therefore, the ordinary gauge field strengths F µν and F µν transform in the same way as the fields B µν and C µν , that is
Note that it has been discussed by Townsend that for D-string there are two U(1) gauge fields F µν andF µν , related to the doublet
Also see the Refs. [9] . We assumed that the field strengthF µν can be applied to any D pbrane. Therefore, F µν andF µν can be interpreted as DBI fields, but not both simultaneously.
Imposing the SL(2; R) invariance on the ordinary (noncommutative) DBI theory, we obtain F µν in terms of F µν (F µν and θ µν ).
Consider the case C µν = d c B µν . Therefore, the SL(2; R) transformation of the Lagrangian
B, the Lagrangian (5) is proportional to the DBI Lagrangian, i.e.,
This equation can be interpreted as in the following. The Lagrangian (6) describes the same D p -brane which is described by L DBI , but with modified tension that is,
. The tensionT p is not SL(2; R) transformation of T p . For the D-string the theory is symmetric, i.e.,L = L DBI .
Now we find the invariance conditions of the noncommutative theory. Consider the following relations between the scalars and 2-forms
These assumptions lead to the followings,G
In addition, the field strength should be selfdual or anti-selfdual, i.e., F = ± F . Therefore, the noncommutative theory becomes SL(2; R) invariant. Since for any matrix M there is det M = det M T , the anti-selfdual case for the Lagrangian (2) also is available. According to the equation (3), the condition on the field strength givesF in terms of F and θ 0 ,
This is a way to determine the auxiliary field strengthF µν . For the selfdual case the field strengthF is proportional to F . For the anti-selfdual case we have
This means that, −θ
is harmonic mean between F andF . The equation (9) for the commutative case gives an anti-selfdual F .
The noncommutative DBI Lagrangian with arbitrary noncommutativity parameter has the dual form
where the effective parametersG,Φ andG s have been given by the equations
For the equations (7) and selfdual θ, the dual Lagrangian (10) is equal to the noncommutative Lagrangian L (i.e., equation (10) without tildes) if F is selfdual or
To show the invariance under the above conditions, again use the identity det M = det M T .
According to the equation (13) the field strengthF is
where the matrix ω is
As expected, the equation (14) for Φ = 0 reduces to the equation (8) with plus signs.
Duality of the dual theories
Define the matrixΛ asΛ
Therefore, we can write
Also let the parameterη beη
This gives g s =ηg s and g µν =ηg µν . That is, in some equations if we change the dual quantities with the initial quantities the new equations also hold.
For generalization of the above rule we assume that the 2-form C µν is proportional to B µν as in the following
This leads to the relationB
These equations also hold under the exchange of the dual quantities with the initial quantities. In other words, we have (d −η)B µν −cC µν = 0, and B µν =ηB µν .
SinceΛ ∈ SL(2; R), we conclude that the initial theory also is SL(2; R) transformed of the dual theory. Therefore, we obtain the following expressions Initial theory 
Note that initial theory refers to the type IIB theory or DBI theory. These statements for the DBI theory are obvious, i.e,L DBI = L DBI .
The equation (20) gives the relationC µν = (21) will be repeated.
Relations between the Effective Variables
The noncommutative DBI Lagrangian and the SL(2; R) dual theory of it can be described more generally, such that the noncommutativity parameters θ andθ become arbitrary [7] (for example the dual theory is given by the equation (10)). Now we introduce the following relations between the effective metrics and the extra modulĩ
According to the equations (11) and (22) we obtaiñ
This implies that, if the effective theory is noncommutative (ordinary) the dual theory of it also is noncommutative (ordinary). Note that if we consider the equation (23) as an assumption, then we obtain the equations (22). The equations (12) and (23) give a relation between the effective string couplingsG s and G s ,
The equations (22)- (24) For the variables
the equations (22) and (23) reduce to identities. Note that these variables also satisfy the equation (11) and this equation without tildes. For θ = θ 0 the equation (23) givesθ =θ 0 , therefore, Φ =Φ = 0. In this case as expected, there are
s . The equations (20), (22), (23) andg µν = ηg µν , give the results
where
That is, the quantities Q µν (1) Q (2)ρσ andQ (1)µν Q (2)ρσ are SL(2; R) invariant. In other words, the equations (26) According to the equations (22) and (24), for the following values of the dual field F ,
the dual Lagrangian (10) is
This Lagrangian describes the same noncommutative D p -brane, which also is given by L, but with the modified tension, i.e.,¯ T p = η p−1 2 T p . For D-string the theory is invariant. The equation (27) with lower signs, is generalization of the equation (13). The field strengthF extracted from the equation (27) is
where the matrix Ω is
Since the equation (27) can be written as F =η[± F − (1 ∓ 1)Φ], this with the equations (22)- (24) imply that, in the statements (21), the "initial theory" also can be the noncommutative DBI theory. This also can be seen from the equation (28) 
The actions of SL(2; R) duality on these equations give
Application of T -duality on the equationsG (0)µν = ηG ( (32), lead to the relations
where η ′ is T -dual of η. These equations imply that, on the open string metric and noncommutativity parameter, unless η = η ′ , T -duality and SL(2; R) duality do not commute with each other. We shall show that for the non-zero modulus Φ, these equations also hold.
In the presence of the extra modulus Φ, we have introduced the following consistent relation between the open string variables and their T -dual variables [10] 
Therefore, there is the following relation between the noncommutativity parameter θ µν and
According to this equation and equation (23) we obtain
that is, the T -duality and SL(2; R) duality versions of the noncommutativity parameter are related to each other.
Application of the SL(2; R) duality on G ′ , Φ ′ and θ ′ of the equations (34) and (35) and application of T -duality on G, Φ and θ of the equations (22) and (23), and then comparison of the results, give
where Q ∈ {G, Φ, θ}. This means that, on these variables T -duality and SL(2; R) duality do not commute, unless η = η ′ (for example for c = 0). In other words, the commutation of these dualities, is proportional to the effects of T -duality.
We have shown that
, which implies
Gs gs is a T -duality invariant quantity [10] . From this and the equation (24) we conclude that
That is, the ratio
Gs gs
also is invariant under the SL(2; R) duality. Therefore, on the quantity
, T -duality and SL(2; R) duality commute.
Conclusions
We discussed about the symmetric conditions of the noncommutative DBI theory with both zero and non-zero extra modulus Φ, under the SL(2; R) group. The invariances of these theories determine the corresponding auxiliary field strengthF µν . For a special value of the R⊗R 2-form, the SL(2; R) group on the noncommutative DBI Lagrangian produces a theory which describes an ordinary brane with modified tension. We showed that all equations of the type IIB, ordinary and noncommutative DBI theories are invariant under the exchange of the variables with their dual variables. This implies that these theories and their SL(2; R)
transformations, are dual of each other. By introducing some consistent relations between the effective variables and their duals, we obtained some other equations that are SL(2; R)
invariant. Therefore, another solution for the auxiliary gauge field was found. We also showed that the noncommutativity parameter, its T -dual and its SL(2; R) dual, have relations with each other. We found that on the open string metric, noncommutativity parameter, and the extra modulus Φ, T -duality and SL(2; R) duality do not commute. We also observed that the ratio of the effective string coupling to the string coupling under the above dualities is invariant.
